DURING AN INSPECTION OF YOUR FIRM WE OBSERVED:

OBSERVATION 1

Written production and process control procedures are not followed in the execution of production and process control functions.

Specifically, the following SOPs were not followed:

a.) SOP P-1050, Version 16 Laboratory Investigation Policy, states all unexpected, out of trend or out of specification results are to be investigated however this was not followed for the following samples analyzed:

- Monosodium Glutamate Project #(b), Sample #(b) Assay tested on 07/12/13 reported an OOS result of 78.46. Analyst did not follow SOP P-1050 and conduct a Laboratory Investigation. The chemist re-assayed the sample by performing a step not described in test procedure and reported the retest results of 99.84%. The C of A issued to the customer reported.

- L-aspartic Monosodium Salt (Project #(b), Sample #(b) Identification Test reported an unexpected result of inconclusive color change. Analyst did not follow SOP P-1050 and conduct a Laboratory Investigation. The chemist increased the concentration using a procedure not described in test procedure, re-analyzed sample and reported the retest results of 99.84%. The C of A issued to the customer reported and did not indicate the results were reported from a retest as indicated in SOP.

b.) SOP P-1050, Version 16, Laboratory Investigation Policy, is not being followed which states testing into compliance without regards for scientific justification is not acceptable. For analysis of Levofloxacin (Project Number (b), Sample #(b)) Assay and Impurities test reported OOS results on 10/06/11, the sample was tested three times and the third analytical findings were reported on C of A.

c.) SOP P-510, Version Number: 12 Log-In of Samples for Testing describes procedure for logging in samples into computer system; however it does not include logging in of all samples as they are received the Sample Log-In Area. There is no traceability of samples received and stored in Sample Log-In Area. During inspection, samples were observed stored in the Sample Log-In Area with no sample submission forms and employee stated that all samples are not logging into computer upon receipt.
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OBSERVATION 2

Laboratory controls do not include the establishment of scientifically sound and appropriate test procedures designed to assure that drug products conform to appropriate standards of identity, strength, quality and purity.

a.) Specifically, described in SOP P-900 General Analytical Procedures not following test procedures for analysis of the following samples:

- Levofloxacin (Project Number (b)4, Sample (b)4), Assay test and Impurities test not being followed according to USP 34.

- Sodium Bicarbonate (Project Number (b)4, Sample Number (b)4), the Identification test of Bicarbonate was not performed as stated in USP 34<191>.

- Sodium Bicarbonate (Project #4, Sample #4, Project #4, Sample #4, 8 (Project #5, Sample #4, 3); the Limit of Arsenic test was not performed as stated in USP 34<211> Method I.

b.) SOP P-1913 How to Use Electronic Laboratory Notebooks, does not specify when data should be entered into electronic laboratory notebooks. During inspection it was observed while performing Assay of Tramadol HCI tablets 50 mg (Sample Number (b)4 26) using Procedure(b)4 the analyst was recording the raw data for the standard weight on the volumetric flask.

c.) Inadequate Deviation Report prepared and followed for the following samples analyzed:

- Deviation Report, 11-0107 for Project Number(b)4 Bleach Solution and Deviation 11-0109 Project Number (b)4, Bleach Solutions and future Bleach Solution Samples tested post 6/2/11. Modification was made to the USP 34 Monograph for Sodium Hypochlorite Topical Solution. However, one reagent, Bleach was modified and subsequent reagents acetic acid and potassium iodide ratio were not correspondingly changed.

d.) Inadequate Technical Review and Quality Assurance review according to SOP P-1100 Version 10, Technical Review and Quality Assurance Release for the following records:
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- Project Number (b) Sample Number (b) (4) 6, Sodium bicarbonate
- For Samples (b) (4) Limit of Arsenic test USP 34-211> Method I
- Deviation Report 12-0221 and Deviation 12-0190
- Instrument Maintenance Form, Instrument (b) (4) date 30 Oct 2012, and Instrument (b) (4) 069

Observation 3

Employees engaged in the processing of a drug product lack the training required to perform their assigned functions.

Specifically,

a.) Introduction to cGMPs training records for Director of Chemistry Laboratories not signed by trainer.

b.) According to training records analyst received training in HPLC Analysis dated 11/05/12, however while observing analyst conducting HPLC analysis the analyst also could not identify the precipitate that was present in the sample preparation.

c.) Two new analyst in-training stated they could independently analyze samples using Dissolution, HPLC, and UV-Visible Spectrophotometer equipment; however training records received on 11/7/12 did not indicate they were trained.